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POSSIBILITY OF LASER ASYMMETRIC SYNTHESIS
OF HYDROGEN PEROXIDE MOLECULE ENANTIOMERS
FROM A RACEMIC MIXTURE WITHOUT PRELIMINARY
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Using hydrogen peroxide as an example, the specific features of the laser control
of the chiral state of an initially racemic mixture of molecules without their
preliminary orientation have been studied. The determining role of molecular rotations and the molecular ensemble temperature have been revealed,
and promising schemes for the laser asymmetric synthesis of enantiomers from
a racemic mixture have been proposed.

INTRODUCTION
Chirality is a property of an object of being incapable of coinciding with its mirror image. Simplest
examples of chiral objects are the left and the right hand of man, keys, screws, and so on. Accordingly,
the notion of molecular chirality is associated with the existence of different configurations of one and the
same molecule that are mirror images of each other. The molecules forming such a pair are chiral, and the
corresponding molecular configurations are referred to as the "right" (D) and "left" (L) enantiomers.
Two aspects associated with chiral molecules have aroused special interest today. One aspect is the
phenomenon of mirror symmetry violation in the bioorganic world that has not yet been figured out. The
other aspect is conditioned by the problems of asymmetric synthesis and effective separation of racemic
mixtures and is associated with the search for methods of controlling the chiral states of molecules.
Chemical and biochemical methods have traditionally been the main means to control the chiral states
of molecules. There are examples of successful use of these methods for the purposes of chemical asymmetric
synthesis of various compounds, and effective methods have been developed to separate racemic mixtures.
However, a common shortcoming of such methods is the fact that an inventive solution of a laborious
problem is required in each particular case.
As demonstrated by the pertinent investigations, it is only optical methods out of the entire arsenal
of physical means that make it possible to reliably determine and distinguish the enantiomers of chiral
molecules. Therefore, optical methods, those of laser physics in particular, can be effectively used not only
to diagnose chiral molecular states, but to control them as well. [1-7].
The present work considers the physical mechanisms underlying the control of chiral states of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) molecules in an originally racemic mixture within the framework of our previously
developed concept of controlling the chiral states of molecules by means of noncomplanar laser field configurations [8]. A new scheme is suggested here for the laser asymmetric synthesis of enantiomers of hydrogen
peroxide molecules from a racemic mixture without their preliminary orientation.
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HYDROGEN PEROXIDE—THE SIMPLEST CHIRAL MOLECULE
The H2O2 molecule (Fig. 1) is the simplest chiral molecule whose geometry is noninvariant under
the (x',y',z') —> ( x — y ' , z ' ) transformation of any rectangular coordinate system. Following this transformation, the initial position of the molecule's atoms cannot be restored by the rotation operation. We select
the {x',y',z'} coordinate system related to the molecule such that the z'-axis passes through the oxygen
molecules and the rrV-plane, through the bisectrix of the angle в = ZHOOH (see Fig. 1). The choice of
the z'-axis direction enables us to assign a certain sense to the angle of torsion, в, so as to associate the left
enantiomer with в > 0 and the right one, with в < 0.
H

Fig. 1
Geometry of the H2O2 molecule and the x',y',z' coordinate system rigidly fixed to it. The
angle of torsion, в, is the dihedral angle formed by the two ООН planes. Correspondent to
the ground state are в = 112.5°, вг = 99°, аг = 1.451 A, a 0 = 0.962 A [13].
According to theoretical calculations and experimental data [9-12], the relationship between the potential energy of the molecule's ground-state and the torsional (or so-called reaction) coordinate в has the
form of a symmetric double-well potential with the cis- and irans-barrier heights of 2460 and 386 c m - 1 ,
respectively, and the в minimum points around 110-120°. The energy eigenstates of the molecule are
split into doublets consisting of the |Si) and |Ai) states symmetric and antisymmetric with respect to 9,
respectively.
For small inorganic molecules like H2O2, the time of tunneling through the irans-barrier, r tun , is,
as a rule, short, and so the doublet splitting is sufficiently great and, as a consequence, the D- and Lenantiomers of such molecules are unstable, turning one into the other all the time. The molecular chirality
in molecules of this type is called dynamical (or oscillating).
In the hydrogen peroxide molecule, the energy splitting between the lower doublet states |So) and |Ao)
is
= 11.4 c m - 1 that corresponds to
= 2.9 ps. This time grows longer rapidly as the molecule
moves to higher torsional states and changes substantially upon excitation of other vibrational modes in the
molecule. The latter include the deformation modes v\ and 1/5 corresponding to the longitudinal vibrations
of the O-H bonds and the stretching mode v<i associated with the variation of the angles ZOOH. The states
corresponding to the lowermost excitations of these modes are those with the torsional doublet splittings
A o > ^ = 8.2 c m - 1 , Ao^J^ = 8.1 c m - 1 , and A c j ^ = 2.4 c m - 1 . Some characteristics of the corresponding
vibrational transitions calculated in [13] are presented in Table 1. The thermal population of these excited
states under normal conditions (T = 200 c m - 1 ) can be disregarded. We note that the resonant dipole
excitation of the torsional modes can only be effected by means of pulses whose frequencies lie in the far-IR
range, and so it is difficult to achieve.
The difference in mass between the О and H atoms being great, one can take it to a good accuracy
that the principal axes of inertia in the H2O2 molecule coincide with the x'-, y'-, and z'-axes in Fig. 1, with
the principal moments of inertia satisfying the relations Ix',Iy>
Iz', 1.1' — ly'
that. For this reason,
we can use the simplified methods described below to account for rotational motion for states with small
moments of momentum, J.
1. Symmetric top approximation where we approximately put Ix> = Iy> = I. The pertinent estimates
have shown that the errors introduced in this case for the lower rotational states with J < 4 do not exceed
a few tenths of a percent, and so this approximation is accurate enough.
2. One-dimensional reduction of rotations. We disregard the rotation of the oxygen atoms, i.e., we
assume that the direction of the z'-axis is specified by the fixed angles <p and 7 relative to the rest coordinate
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Table 1
Main Characteristics of Transitions
Vibrational transition
(X,Y =
S,A;X^Y)

Transition frequency (cm *)
in {x',y',z'} system

Dipole moment
directions

\XV0)<*\YU2)

3610
3611
3611
2213
1396

{1,0,0}
{0,1,0}
{0, 0, 1}
{1, 0, 0}
{1, 0, 0}

system x, y, z. In that case, the problem of molecular rotations reduces to a unidimensional problem with
the angle в between the ж'-axis and the a^'-plane acting as the rotational coordinate. The expressions for
the rotational eigenstates assume the form
1
\Ja)

= -4=sin(J0),
V

|J s ) = \ y / * *
\ - = cos (J в)

n
at Jт= 0,

(1)
at J > 0.

I V VR

We note that for all of the excitations of interest, the vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom of the
molecule can be considered independent.
SCENARIO OF LASER ASYMMETRIC SYNTHESIS OF THE H 2 0 2 MOLECULE
ENANTIOMERS FROM A RACEMIC M I X T U R E
Let us consider the possibility of controlling the chiral states of the H2O2 molecule by means of
a number of linearly polarized picosecond laser pulses Ek = e^Ak(t) cos (u>kt + <pk) with frequencies u>k in
the near-IR region that excite in a resonant manner a sequence of vibrational-rotational dipole transitions
in the molecule. The states corresponding to the left and right configurations of the molecule have the form
IU) = ±=(\Si) + Ш ) ,

IDi) = -L(|5i> - И г » .

(2)

It was proved in [8, 14] that the necessary condition for the laser asymmetric synthesis of enantiomers in
the case of an arbitrarily oriented molecule is the use of laser fields with noncomplanar polarization vectors
such that the field polarity inversion should cause excitation of chiral states of the opposite sense. It is
exactly this requirement that determines the minimal necessary number of fields, equal to three, in the laser
distillation scenario (scheme). To induce chiral molecular states it is necessary that the torsional doublets
be coupled in a coherent fashion through a sequence of transitions via intermediate states. Simple analysis
shows that in the case of nonoriented molecules the number of such transitions should certainly be odd.
Besides, if na is the number of resonant fields in this sequence, whose polarization vectors lie in a certain
plane a, while the polarization vectors of the rest n±_fieldsof the sequence are orthogonal to it, then n±
should be odd.
The simplest scenario of the laser asymmetric synthesis of enantiomers of the H2O2 molecule from
a racemic mixture implemented by means of a sequence of three laser pulses is illustrated in Fig. 2. The
use of rotational sublevels of the ground state as various intermediate levels in the sequence of transitions
in this scheme has made it possible to reduce the number of acting laser pulses to the minimum possible
value equal to three.
Let us demonstrate the operability of the given scheme for a model ensemble of randomly oriented H2O2
molecules in the unidimensional rotation reduction approximation. To simplify calculations the ground state
of the molecules is taken to be the stationary state at zero rotational temperature (J = 0), where the only
populated vibrational sublevel is the lower torsional doublet described by the density matrix
po = (1/V2) (\S0) (S0\ + \A0) (AoI).
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Fig. 2
Schematic diagram of induced laser transitions in the scenario of laser asymmetric synthesis
of H2O2 molecule enantiomers from a racemic mixture. The arrows indicate the transitions
induced by different laser pulses.
Then we assume that the laser pulses in the excitation scheme do not overlap and disregard the
relaxation processes and nonresonance transitions. Transitions are considered to be of resonance character
if their detuning from the laser field frequency does not exceed 30 c m - 1 (for this to hold true, the pulses
should not be shorter than picosecond ones). We then can assume that it is only the levels with J < 2 that
are involved in the interaction. Therefore, the dynamics of the processes can be described in the rotating
wave approximation in the 24-level basis
|0S), |A Vi ) |0S), |£)„. |l s ), \AVi) |l s ),
|1л), \AVi) |1д)},
where i consecutively assumes the values 0,2,5 and 1.
Calculation has shown that such laser action induces in the initially racemic mixture of chiral molecules
a degree of chirality of Xu0 or \vi f° r the molecules in the vibrational ground state
or in the vibrationally
excited state и2, respectively. Since АсОд^ ф
the degree of chirality of the medium as a whole also
becomes other than zero. If we introduce the notation
Ti, 2(^,7) = ^7=(XU0\e1,d\YU5),

Tltifo>,7) = 7-7= ( X J e x . d p ^ ) ,
T2(^,7) =

hy/2

*i(*>,7) =

( ^ J e 2 , d ) \XU2),

T1 | 3 f o 7 ) = < * J

Ф2(<Р, 7) =

d \X„5),
(4)

Ts(¥»,7) = Л
PUe3,d|X„2>,
W2

+ 16T?f2T?t3>

Cl>

4
_

+ 2T?|2 + 2Tl 3,

fAj(t) dt,

where X,Y = S, A, X ф Y, then, considering (1), (2) and (3), the expressions for the degree of chirality
are represented in the form
X»0(4>,l) = у

сов(27гД^

+ у>0),

XuMl)

= -ycos(27rA^V

+ <^0),

х(<Л 7) = "Xo 8ш(тг(Ди;& + A u % ) t ) sin(Tr(A< s - Au% s )t),

(5)

where
Xo(V,7) =

4

TI,ITIi2TI,3

.
Sin

- Ф1
7=
V2

у/ъъХ^Щ-Щ

+

- т ; д ) + Sin

^/2

>/Фа - ® i ( T ? f l + Ф1)

• (Q T \ ' (OQ T \ (
^1л/Ф 2 -Ф1
sm(o 2 T 2 ) sin(2<S3T3) ( cos
;=
x/2
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is the oscillation amplitude (of arbitrary sign in the general case) of the degree of chirality. The latter attains
its maximum of xo = 0-85 with the z'-axis orientation corresponding to <pi — ц>2 — фз = 7г/2, S2T2 = 7г/2,
S 3 T 3 = тг/4, 5 i T i t l = 1.22, SiTi >2 = 1.19, «SiTli3 = 1.19.
These estimates suggest that for partially oriented molecules the scheme presented here is practically no
less efficient than the schemes proposed in [1-7] for preliminarily oriented molecules. The distinction of the
given scheme is that (xo) ф 0 when averaging over all of the possible orientations of the z'-axis. The average
amplitude (xo) = 0.23 corresponds to the mutually orthogonal polarizations of the pumping pulses (i. е.,
their maximal noncomplanarity) with the parameters <Si = 6.02 x 10 - 4 V s m - 1 ,
= 1.39 x 10~2 V s m - 1 ,
4
S3 = 4.49 x 10" V s m " \
- <p2 ~ <рз = тг/2.
The results of calculation of the oscillation amplitude of the degree of chirality presented in Fig. 3 show
that, at the values of the parameters used, the sign of the amplitude of the induced degree of chirality xo is
always positive, no matter what the orientation of the molecule. We note that the results of more accurate
calculations made by us using the symmetric top model coincide in the order of magnitude with those
presented here.

Fig. 3
Induced chirality amplitude xo as a function of angles ip, 7 specifying the molecule's spatial
orientation in the model with the unidimensional rotation reduction approximation.
The calculation presented graphically demonstrates that the scenario suggested for the laser asymmetric synthesis of enantiomers from a racemic mixture is also operable in the case of nonoriented molecules,
at least for initial conditions (3), i.e., at zero rotational temperature of the molecules in the mixture. Such
a situation can be experimentally realized in a supersonic molecular jet originating when gas molecules flow
from a container into a vacuum reservoir. Owing to adiabatic expansion processes, the rotational degrees of
freedom of molecules in such a jet become strongly "frozen", with their rotational temperature TIOt being
reduced to a few kelvins [15, 16].
The rise of the rotational temperature of the molecules results in a considerable increase of the role
of the rotational-torsional off-resonance detuning and the excitation of a great number of rotational states
with which the laser pulses practically fail to interact. This naturally reduces the effect of separation of the
racemic mixture. Therefore, when considering the scenario of laser asymmetric synthesis for initial conditions
with a high Trot corresponding, for example, to the saturated H2O2 vapor under normal conditions, it is
necessary to account for rotations more accurately. Calculations were carried out with due account for
rotations on the basis of the symmetric top model. When using pulses with durations of ~ 1 ps, one
can select their frequencies so that it is only the levels with J < 3 that will be involved in the dynamics.
The calculation corresponding to this case estimates at ~ 1 0 - 3 the orientation-averaged local oscillation
amplitude of the degree of chirality induced by mutually orthogonal pulses with intensities of ~10 12 W/cm 2 .
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It is important to note that in spite of the strong negative effect of rotations on the efficiency of the scheme,
it is exactly the presence of rotational splitting that has made it possible to use the rotational sublevels of
the ground state as various intermediate states in the necessary sequence of transitions.
Thus, under normal conditions the method suggested here also seems effective enough and can experimentally be implemented in the saturated H2O2 vapor. In this case, the three laser pulses induce a space
distribution of the degree of chirality in the form of a three-dimensional lattice in a region with characteristic
size ~ 1 mm3. As a result of the linear quadrupole interaction of the nonracemic medium with the tail
of the last of the pulses of the scheme, there develops a response pulse with a certain polarization and
a propagation direction other than that of the last pulse of the scheme. The corresponding response pulse
intensity is in this case estimated at 10 - 8 W/cm 2 .
CONCLUSIONS
Therefore, using the enantiomers of the H2O2 molecule as an example, we have demonstrated the
possibility of controlling the chiral states of molecules and suggested a scenario of laser asymmetric synthesis
of enantiomers from a racemic mixture of molecules without their preliminary orientation. The estimates of
the magnitude of the signal recorded allow one to expect that it will be possible to detect the results of laser
asymmetric synthesis, especially in conditions of experiments with "frozen" rotational degrees of freedom
of the molecules, for example, in a supersonic molecular jet. The possibility of purposeful utilization of
rotational degrees of freedom of the molecules allows one to reduce the necessary number of pulses in the
laser synthesis scheme and to partially offset the negative effect of rotational dephasing. This inspires hope
that it will prove possible to register the effect using the linear response of the medium in experiments with
the saturated H2O2 vapor under normal conditions as well.
The work was partially supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Grant 02-03-32200),
INTAS (INFO 00-479), and Waseda University International Exchange Fund (under Exchange Program
with Moscow State University).
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